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THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN THE UNITED STATES

I am pleased to have been invited to the Southeastern
Electric Exchange's 59th Annual Conference. I would like to
spend the time I have with you this morning discussing my
thoughts on the future of nuclear power in the United States.
First, I will provide an overview of some of the factors that I
believe bear on the future of nuclear power, and then I will
focus my address on the more significant issues that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission can affect.

Before there can be any serious consideration of new growth
in the nuclear industry, there must first be continued safe
operation of all nuclear reactors. Second, there must be an
increase in trust between the public, and the NRC and utility
industry. While this does not necessarily mean total agreement
by the public with regulatory and industry actions, it does mean
that there must continue to be an open process to facilitate
public input and genuine consideration of such input in decision-
making. The NRC is doing its part to keep open its decision
making processes, which I will discuss with specific examples;
however, you in the nuclear industry will have to build the
confidence of the American public in your competence to operate
the nation's nuclear power plants.

Along with an increased sense of trust, the American public
will demand that the issue of nuclear waste be addressed.
Progress by the government in this area is essential. Growth
will not occur until a solution for high level waste disposal is
found.
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First, let me focus on our number one

of operating reactors. The agency's pr iensure that existing nuclear power plantsBut safety is not just the obligation of t hforemost, it is the duty of the nuclear indu snuclear industry know better than anyone thatthere will be no nuclear industry.

To a great extent, the NRC's role, as I see it, co n

making sure that the efforts of the nuclear industrydeep enough and broad enough to solve known problems.also is to ensure that attention is given to important abefore problems arise. Not only do we perform extensiveevaluations of individual plants, but we also look broadly aareas such as training and maintenance. I will describe ouractivities in these two particular areas since these are curre nareas of Commission interest and involvement.

Over the past several years both NRC and the nuclear

industry (though the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations) haveencouraged individual utilities to make significant upgrades tothe operator training and qualification programs. Additionally,there have been improvements in the quality and scope oftechnical and professional training provided to all levels ofplant employees.

The Commission is in the process of promulgating a rule

concerning the training and qualification of nuclear power plantpersonnel. This rule is required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Actof 1982, as interpreted by the U.S. Court of Appeals for theDistrict of Columbia Circuit. The draft rule package waspublished earlier this year and public comments are beingevaluated at this time. As it was proposed, the rule recognizedthe significant progress that has been made in the area oftraining in the nuclear industry. Specifically, the objectivesand criteria for developing and implementing training, aspublished by the Academy of Nuclear Training, are noted. The
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Therefore, the Commission determined that a regulatory

framework must be put in place to provide a mechanism forevaluating the overall continuing effectiveness of licenseemaintenance programs, particularly as the plants continue toThe maintenance rule that was promulgated in June 1991 recogni zthe importance of maintenance and increases the confidence thatdesign assumptions and margins in the original design basis areeither maintained or are not unacceptably degraded. The rulefocuses on improving the effectiveness of maintenance byrequiring predictive and preventive maintenance to insure thatimportant structures, systems and components will be availablewhen called upon to perform their intended function.

The NRC staff has been working with the industry to develop

guidance for implementing the maintenance rule. The staff is inthe process of developing a draft regulatory guide, and theNuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) is developing aguidance document. The staff has made public an initial versionof the Draft Regulatory Guide in January 1992 and a recentlyrevised version in March 1992. The NUMARC draft document wasalso made public in March. Now, it must be decided whether toproceed with the staff's draft regulatory guide or to endorse theNUMARC guidance document in a new regulatory guide. The finalRegulatory Guide is scheduled to be issued in May 1993, threeyears before the effective date of the rule in July 1996.
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Before DOE can construct a repository, NR

license application and, under the Nucleara licensing decision within three years of r eapplication. There are difficult technical dehave to be made, many dealing with the ability oand man-made systems to provide the required isol aupwards of ten thousand years.

NRC is moving forward with a multi-faceted program to a

that when DOE submits an application, we are ready to r eOne aspect of that program is scheduled, systematic consu lwith DOE on technical issues. While the issues addressed b ystaff in these meetings are varied, there are three aspects othe meetings that are common: the meetings are noticed inadvance and are open to the public; the State of Nevada andaffected local governments are invited participants; and theformality of the meetings is designed to preserve NRC'sindependence as regulator.

As I indicated a moment ago, the dialogue between the two

agencies is an entirely open one. My sense, at this time, isthat the relationship between DOE and NRC is appropriately formaland independent. There is a clear need for dialogue in this pre-licensing period to ensure that technical issues and positionsare understood prior to DOE's development and submittal of alicense application. In a recent letter, Robert Loux, ExecutiveDirector for the Agency For Nuclear Projects, Nuclear WasteProject Office for the State of Nevada, expressed confidence thata process has been set in motion to arrive at mutualunderstandings of matters of specific concern to the State, suchas the NRC/DOE staff relationship during this pre-licenseapplication period and the meaning and significance intended byvarious parties in their references to closure of issues duringthis period. I view this as a significant step in buildingpublic confidence in our regulatory process.
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is clearly defined. The scontractor, the Center for Nreview and resolve areas of a mlevel radioactive waste licensiPart 60. This effort, known as tAnalysis, has so far identified ap puncertainty with varying degrees ofresponding to these uncertainties by vrulemaking, development of technical po sregulatory guides. In so doing, we hopethe regulatory requirements well in advanc esubmittal.

In a separate effort, I have asked NRC's indepe n

Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste (ACNW) to und eanalysis of the problems associated with high-levelwaste disposal and to report back on whether any sig nproblems are not being addressed. In February, the AC Nworking group meeting, which was open to the public, wh eheard from DOE and a number of experts in the field of nu cwaste management.LICENSE RENEWAL

One way to get the most out of current nuclear investments

and keep the nuclear option alive will be through licenserenewal. However, license renewal will present the challenge tothe industry of demonstrating to the regulatory staff and to thepublic that plants can be operated safely over the period ofextended operation. The Commission programs associated withlicense renewal can be categorized into four general areas:rulemaking, regulatory guidance, industry reports, and lead plantapplication reviews.

Issuance of NRC's final rule on license renewal (10 CFR Part

54) in December 1991 marked the successful completion of fiveyears of intensive work on this very important regulatory issue.This rule establishes the application procedures, defines therequirements that an applicant for license renewal must meet, anddefines the information that must be submitted so that theCommission can determine whether the requirements have been met.The Commission has also published for comment proposed revisionsto the current requirements for environmental analysis necessaryto satisfy the Commission's obligations under the National
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Similar to the Part 54 efforts, the Commis s

developed a regulatory guide and standard re vproposed Part 51 rule revisions. These documeformat for the submittal of environmental infor ma renewal application and provide review procedur eacceptance criteria for evaluating the informationThe Commission will be revising the regulatory guidereview plan for environmental issues in response to re creceived public comments, and we anticipate publicationdocuments in late 1992 or early 1993.

As a parallel effort to the Commission's activities, the

industry has developed a series of ten technical reports onselected structures and components important to license renewal.These reports have been submitted to the NRC for review andapproval so that they can be used in a renewal application.These reports have provided a vehicle for focusing the staff'sand industry's review of selected age-related degradationmechanisms and for evaluating the potential actions that might benecessary to manage the age-related degradation that would occurduring any period of operation after the initial license. TheCommission has also used this information in developing theinformation requirements and acceptance criteria contained in theproposed regulatory guide and standard review plan prepared forthe technical license renewal reviews. The Commission currentlyestimates completion of the industry report reviews andpublication of safety evaluation reports by the end of 1994.

In 1989, DOE and the Electric Power Research Institute

selected Yankee Rowe and Monticello to be lead plants todemonstrate the license renewal process for the industry. Sincethen, the licensee for the Yankee Rowe plant has announced thatit intends to retire the facility and is no longer interested inpursing license renewal.
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which the Commission currently expecearly 1993. The Commission estimatesyears to complete the review of a renew anoted that members of the Southeastern El30 of the 110 operating nuclear power plan texpiring between the years 2007 and 2029. I tus in planning for our workload of the reviewsus know whether you are planning for license re nwhen you expect to provide us with an application

During development of the final rule on license rene w

Commission repeatedly sought and received valuable inp unuclear industry groups, individual utilities, public i ngroups, Federal and State agencies, and individual member spublic. Careful consideration of the input from these dive rsources led the Commission to formulate the final license re nrule. I believe this interaction has led all interested parti eto a better understanding of the specific issues that must beaddressed as part of any license renewal application review.

The Commission is continuing this public input process to

issue the proposed regulatory guidance for technical issues andto revise existing NRC environmental protection regulations andguidance. Recently, as part of comments on a Commissionproposal, some states have expressed concern that the proposedamendment to the NRC's environmental protection regulation, 10CFR Part 51, would abridge the public process regarding licenserenewal and would abrogate the state's right to weigh the adverseenvironmental impacts of power supply alternatives and chooseamong them. Specific issues of concern include forecasted powerdemands and power supply alternatives. I would like to take thisopportunity to state that the proposed rule is not intended toalter the current rights and responsibilities of either theStates or the Commission. The Commission has no authority toregulate utilities for economic objectives or energy mixobjectives that may be established by a State or by the Federalgovernment. Although the Commission's analyses of the need forgenerating capacity and the comparison of alternatives for
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The process of license renewa l

The rule provides an opportunit yraise questions as to whether ag ethe period of extended operation h aby the licensee and the agency. Isslitigated in a formal adjudicatory he aSafety and Licensing Board. Moreover, tthe Commission for a formal hearing on isrelated degradation which are unique to li cSTANDARDIZATION

Now, I turn to my last category of issues that ne e

addressed for there to be a future nuclear option,standardization. The Commission has long sought nuc lplant standardization and the enhanced safety and stre alicensing which standardization could make possible. T hCommission's standardization effort culminated in thepromulgation of 10 CFR Part 52. The new rule sets out the rprocedures and licensing requirements for design certificati ocombined licenses, and early site permits. It is intended toachieve early resolution of licensing issues and result in a mor estable and predictable licensing process, but it does not changethe scope of the issues which are evaluated by the NRC and opento public review and potential challenge during the licensingprocess.

The new standard designs on which the industry is working

may reopen the nuclear power option. We recognize that there islittle likelihood of any one stepping forward to build a newnuclear plant without NRC's having completed its regulatoryexercise of certifying a design. We are currently in the processof conducting reviews which could lead to design certifications.The NRC has three major advanced reactor projects under activereview. Two are evolutionary advanced light water reactordesigns that have been submitted to the NRC for final designapproval: General Electric's Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (GEABWR) and ASEA Brown Boveri/Combustion Engineering's System 80+.Evolutionary designs are similar to those which are operatingcurrently. They are large, approximately 1200 Mwe, units withspecific enhancements such as advanced control room technology.The third project is the Electric Power Research Institute's
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design. Sections of the draft saf eissued by the staff; however, the apsubmittals to make before the staff c athe final safety evaluation report and bcertification rulemaking process. The stinformation from GE in several areas inclu dtests, analyses, and acceptance criteria (IT Aspecifications; piping analyses; control roomreliability assurance program; and a revised pr oanalysis. The staff is scheduled to issue the GEsafety analysis report in December 1992. We are wostaff final design approval for the GE ABWR in Decem ba standard design certification decision in June 1994.

ABB CE has submitted a partial application to the NRC for

design approval and certification of the System 80+ design.staff has submitted requests for additional information and ischeduled to issue a draft safety evaluation report in Septemb e1992. Information outstanding from CE includes ITAAC, technicalspecifications, reliability assurance program, and the controlroom design process. The Commission is working toward a stafffinal design approval for the ABB CE System 80+ in November 1993and a standard design certification decision in May 1995.

A great deal of senior management attention within the

agency is being applied to resolve the advanced light waterreactor technical issues. In my view, resolution of two issuesis key to meeting standard design certification schedules: ITAACand the use of design acceptance criteria. ITAAC are to providereasonable assurance that a plant which references the design isbuilt and will operate in accordance with the designcertification. The staff and the industry recently reachedagreement on the form and content of specific ITAAC examples, aspart of the GE ABWR review, the industry lead for ITAAC. Thedesign acceptance criteria would enable a design to be approvedwithout detailed design information in certain areas, providedthat the staff could still make a final determination on allsafety questions. The use of design acceptance criteria would belimited to those design areas affected by rapidly changing
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developing mid-sized, 60 0designs. These designs arwhich are currently operati nassociated with these designsand evaluation of vendor testinfuture applications. An applica tcertification is expected in June 1and August 1992 for the GE SimplifieBased on these submittal dates, stand awould be expected in mid-1996.

Additional advanced reactor designs that m a

the NRC for design approval and certificatio ninclude: General Atomics' Modular High Tempera helium cooled reactor; GE's Power Reactor Inn oModul e - a liquid sodium cooled reactor; the Atom iCanada Limited's CANDU-3 desig n - a heavy water re aABB Process Inherent Ultimate Safety desig n - a pass iwater reactor. In advance of design certification app lthe NRC is carrying out preliminary licensability safet yevaluations based on information supplied by the Departme nEnergy and the vendors.SUMMARY

I have given you the Commission's views on some of the more

significant areas that must be addressed to establish anenvironment that can support the continuation of, and perhapseven a renaissance within, the nuclear industry. Some things youwill have to do. Other areas we must address, and I haveprovided you with an update of what NRC is doing in those areas.In every NRC activity, we're seeking to increase openness andpublic involvement in what we do and, by inference, in what youdo. You must be willing to do the same.

The NRC performs extensive evaluations of individual plants

and looks broadly at important areas. However, even with all ofthe NRC's efforts, the continued safety of nuclear plantsultimately depends on the diligence of plant management and staffin implementing the technical and regulatory requirements thatmaintain the safety envelope. We're continuing our open dialoguewith DOE on clarifying the technical issues and the regulatoryframework for licensing a high level waste repository. Ourlicense renewal rule is in place and we stand ready to work withany licensees who want to proceed with license renewal. However,
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I hope that I've given you

have my best wishes for a s u


